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Paradise Travels is looking to hire Vacation Consultants to book travel all over the
world. They are Hiring for a Vacation Consultant who knows the ends and out of using
a computer or their phones. Pay is roughly $18 an hour and the position is background
friendly!

Paradise Travels is hiring Travel Agent Professionals. Their number one goal is to give
our clients the satisfaction that they can go on vacation and not have to worry about
anything. Pay is roughly $18 an hour and the position is background friendly!
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Join Paradise Travels as Vacation Planners to book vacation. Talk to vendors on
behalf of the clients to ensure that there info is correct. They provide all the tools and
training you need to become a certified Travel Agent. Pay is roughly $18 an hour and
the position is background friendly!



Customer Order Specialists make someone's day every day! Shop with our QVC
customers by leading them through their sales purchases, educating them on various
products, and suggesting additional products they might enjoy, educating them
about QVC products and providing an interaction that is fun and personal. This role
pays $12 an hour.

VALUED RELATIONSHIPS

QVC

DYNATA

Interested in being a Virtual Survey Taker? Perform outbound surveys with
respondents and accurately record their answers. As a member of the company's
outbound team you will be conducting surveys over the phone with people across
America.

For additional details please contact Ryan at rjames@eastersealsgc.org

TRIDENTCARE

TRANSCOM

Provide prompt, accurate and courteous responses to customers as a Customer Care
Agent. This role pays $14 an hour and offers a flexible schedule and room for
promotion.

Manage incoming phone calls by responding to requests, assisting with inquiries,
attending to complaints and concerns immediately or transferring callers to
appropriate departments as warranted to facilitate satisfactory resolution as an
Agent. Applicants should be proficient in the use of Word, Excel, Outlook, and
PowerPoint.

In this Full-Time Customer Service Rep role, you’ll support our client’s customers with
their questions related to billing and account maintenance. Customers may have
questions about services on their account, need help enrolling in or canceling a
service, or disputing a charge.


